SCRODGER'S MEN HUMBLED NEBRASKA

ROU MAY GUT EVEN FOR FOOTBALL TEAM DEFEAT

Take These Events From the Corner-baggage—One and Two of the Marauders—Win for Nebraska—From Revere From Con.

Iowa's wrestling champions the Nebraska Cornhuskers were defeated yesterday in the final dual meet of the season, the matches being held in the Wisconsin Fieldhouse in Madison, Wis. Iowa won two of the four matches, taking both matches of the weight classes from six feet and upwards, but the Huskers made a good showing for a team of less experienced men.

The Cornhuskers arrived in Madison yesterday, coming from Chicago last night. They were greeted at the train station by the leaders of the university, who presented them with a team banner.

The matches were held in the Fieldhouse, the arena being packed with spectators. The Cornhuskers won the first match, 35-25, over the University of Wisconsin, 30-25, and the second, 35-25, over the University of Illinois, 30-25, and the second, 35-25, over the University of Iowa, 30-25.

The matches were held in the Fieldhouse, the arena being packed with spectators. The Cornhuskers won the first match, 35-25, over the University of Wisconsin, 30-25, and the second, 35-25, over the University of Illinois, 30-25, and the second, 35-25, over the University of Iowa, 30-25.

They're Off, Big Nine Batmen

Lumber Up for Spring Campaign

With the opening of the regular football season much has been expected of the Big Nine Batmen. They have been practicing hard and are ready for the coming campaign. The Big Nine Batmen are expected to be a strong team this year and are capable of winning many matches against the leading teams of the country.

The Big Nine Batmen are composed of the following players: Jack Dugan, Captain; Harry Houdin, Left End; Jack Cullen, Right End; Jack Murphy, Right Tackle; John Ryan, Guard; John O'Brien, Left Tackle; John Flaherty, Center; and Ted O'Brien, Fullback.

Honors Have Been Accumulated

Here's the Straight Tip From

Money Kent's Spring Line-up

Parochial weather conditions of the past two weeks have not been favorable for the Cornhuskers. The team has been practicing in almost the same conditions as last year, with the exception that there has been more sunshine. The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign.

The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign. The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign. The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign.

The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign. The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign. The team has been working hard and is ready for the coming campaign.
The Daily Iowan is inclined to laugh—in fact, does produce a broad smile at times when it passes through the 'Auditorium' with regard to threatened unpleasantness between the two schools, and which was reported by the Daily Iowan yesterday morning.

We say we are inclined to laugh.

That's about all that could be said.

The man who goes up in an aeroplane has this advantage over the man who goes in a submarine: he knows that whatever happens, he will come back to earth. The Register and Leader gives evidence to the statement of a scientist that there are 18,000,000 miles on a $1 bill.

But we'll stand for the flowers, we say. In fact, a conversation and place wouldn't make any difference.

Speaking of guaranteed, though—Lake Forest college maps threaten, with menace, never blend the Nineteen in a star and never her face.

An epidemic resulted. Possibly we could not be as sure of ourselves in this case, though, as is the case of the R15000 and millions.

Perhaps there is nothing now under the sun. Perhaps it is true that everything has been here from the beginning of time, and has come into our sphere of knowledge only when someone has uncovered something for us. Perhaps most of the things that we call original are simply unconscious imitations of ideas that have always existed.

But the important thing for us to remember is not the mere fact of existence in the ultimate. The souls of some men has existed with every organ from the beginning of time, and has come into the single university campus. Nevertheless, the college life is gay enough. Rather what an economics student who has attained an economics degree must necessarly bring a guest and 5:00 at 3:30 Tuesday evening at the home of the Economics Student. This is the only meeting of the club helds during the year. vacation time.

The suggestion has been made that there is nothing new under the sun. But there is nothing new under the sun. Yet perhaps there is something new under the sun.

Speaking of guaranteed, though—Lake Forest college maps threaten, with menace, never blend the Nineteen in a star and never her face.

An epidemic resulted. Possibly we could not be as sure of ourselves in this case, though, as is the case of the R15000 and millions.

Perhaps there is nothing now under the sun. Perhaps it is true that everything has been here from the beginning of time, and has come into our sphere of knowledge only when someone has uncovered something for us. Perhaps most of the things that we call original are simply unconscious imitations of ideas that have always existed.

But the important thing for us to remember is not the mere fact of existence in the ultimate. The souls of some men has existed with every organ from the beginning of time, and has come into the single university campus. Nevertheless, the college life is gay enough. Rather what an economics student who has attained an economics degree must necessarly bring a guest and 5:00 at 3:30 Tuesday evening at the home of the Economics Student. This is the only meeting of the club helds during the year. vacation time.

We have so much to do and so little time.
There's always room for a Vest Pocket Kodak

The little camera that's built as accurately as a watch, and it is opened, in focus—a slight pressure on the all bearing shutter release, and the exposure is made—may be closed and hidden in your vest pocket.

Has Kodak Anastigmat lens, giving remarkable definition, and Autoretroflex to insure correct exposure. Size of pictures, 1 1/2 x 2 1/4 inches. Eight exposures without reloading. Price, $10.00, with single lens, $6.00.

We have everything for the amateur photographer

HENRY LOUIS

The Rexall Drug and Kodak Store
124 EAST COLLEGE STREET

There's Zip to it, Boys!

HERE'S the yell master of them all— the campus favorite with college colors in stripes across the breast and sleeves. There never was a more attractive design— never a better made, a better styled, or a better wearing shaker sweater. It's a

M. E. Choir Concert

"The Resurrection and the Life." This is the title of a fine oratorio rendered by the choir of the M. E. church directed by Prof. Bart of the University school of Music and assisted by Mrs. Cross at the organ Sunday at 11:30.

English Department

Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock

Sunday School and Resurrection. Edna Lewis, Mr. Rodrigues

There will be a Touchdown Jack Trails at 12:30 at the Iowa Memorial Union. The little camera that's built as accurately as a watch, and it is opened, in focus—a slight pressure on the all bearing shutter release, and the exposure is made—may be closed and hidden in your vest pocket.

We have everything for the amateur photographer

HENRY LOUIS

The Rexall Drug and Kodak Store
124 EAST COLLEGE STREET

Society Column

Prof. Rockwellhevies:

Prof. and Mrs. Rockwell entertained about twenty young men of the Junior class of the Law college, which Mr. Rockwell is a professor of, Sunday afternoon at a six o'clock dinner.

Lenten Cantata

The Lenten Cantata "Thete Lenten Cantata rend-
ed by the choir of the M. E. church directed by Prof. Bart of the University school of Music and as-
tsisted by Mrs. Cross at the organ Sunday at 11:30.

English Department

Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock

Sunday School and Resurrection. Edna Lewis, Mr. Rodrigues
Mrs. Theophilus Will Speak Here

The university women's house will bring to Iowa City some time during April, Mrs. William Theophilus, a prominent club woman of Denver, to speak on "Peace and the Woman's Peace Party." This address was made by offer of the league yesterday. Mrs. Theo-

philus spoke under the auspices of the Immigration Association of America. Fifty places are set in the United States during the college career.

Cuts Half the Labor

Cuts All the Leaks

The way to cut out your accounting worries is to use the Remington Adding and Subtracting Typewriter

Remington Adding and Subtracting Typewriter

(Wahl Adding Mechanism)

This machine cuts half the labor by combining two operations, writing and adding, in one unit.

It cuts all the leaks by cutting all the errors. The machine itself is error proof and it spots any errors made by others. As a mechanical check, it is perfect.

Either one of these things makes the Remington Adding and Subtracting Typewriter worth many times its cost to you. And remember that the range of this machine covers billing work, statement work—any kind of work where writing and adding are done on the same page.

A demonstration, on your work, will be given on your request—no obligation involved.

Send for our illustrated booklet, "The New Remington Idea."

Remington Typewriter Company

208 Fifth Street, Des Moines, Iowa

Arneson-Oehler Enter Big Match

Arneson and Oehler, both members of the Iowa rifle team, have entered the individual Gallery Rifle Shooting contest for the championship of the United States. This com-

petition, which is held annually among the members of the National Rifle Association of America, Fifty shots are fired in a seventy-five feet position. The gun is held in a prone position, with a one time limit of five hours.

Give "I" Men Certificates

Manager N. A. Kellogg, athletic director, announced a new plan for next year's "I" Day. While the usual events will be held, it is promised that the new plan will be used to the advantage of the "I" Day. The plan, which will be announced shortly, will be the one used next year.

Battalion No. 1

Paraded Yesterday

Last night the first battalion march of the year was held on the football field. Although the weather was bitter the Groaning Army of students displayed enthusiasm, every-

thing being equal. The Fiftieth Infantry Regiment will parade under the command of Colonel Martin. This will be the final regular-ship before the shooting.

EASTER

is an appropriate time to exchange photographs -- and besides your new Easter remailent will show you at your best.

NEWBERG'S STUDIO

Make Your Appointments Early


Have Your Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing and Repairing

Done at the

Standard Cleaning Works

We make a specialty of this business and we guarantee prompt service.

Phone 1736

215 So. Clinton St.

Satisfaction that comes from wearing clean clothes can be had from clothes, LAUNDERED

BY THE

PEOPLE'S STEAM LAUNDRY

225 Iowa Ave. C. T. Toms

Telephone 58